Create

ALBUM ART

Cover art for an album makes a visual statement about the music and artist it represents. Here are some prompts to help you create your own album cover.

Select

YOUR MUSIC

What Nashville Cat did you learn about? What songs did you like that your Cat played on? Design artwork for a single (one song) or an album (collection of songs). My album art is for: (pick one)

Single  ________________________________  by  ________________________________
  (song title)  (artist)

Album  ________________________________  by  ________________________________
  (album title)  (artist)

Plan

YOUR DESIGN

Make some notes or sketch some ideas to get started. Here are some thoughts to consider:

• What do you like about your Nashville Cat or their music?
• What colors does the music make you think of?
• What do you want people to know about your Cat or their sound?

• How does their music make you feel?
• What images come to mind?
Create

YOUR OWN ALBUM COVER!

HINT: Don’t forget to put your artist’s name and album or song title in your design.